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Pioneers in smart Green display solutions.

GreenForm presents environmentally 
friendly ad solutions by creating A 
signs from a sustainable cardboard 
material. 

We are creating Green and practical 
solutions. Mobility is important to 
us, therefore, most of our products 
are easily foldable for ease of trans-
port. By making it fold down easily, 
you can transport it with less Co2.

We think beyond the impact of man-
ufacturing; we also consider how our 
customers will use the 
products. 

Counter - normal Counter - white tone Counter tops

Discover our elegant but Green prod-
ucts created 16 mm cardboard mate-
rial. 

We have created a very exclusive 
product that can be folded down. 
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GreenForm
Denmark has been a front runner in Green 
transformation with a large role in Wind 
energy. Therefore, we see the opportunity to 
continue to use our knowledge from Scan-
dinavia in producing greener solutions and 
bringing them into the international market.

We have possibly found the best in the in-
dustry in manufacturing Green material and 
work closely in our R&D to invent tomor-
rows Green solutions. We work tirelessly on 
making GreenForm available worldwide in a 
responsible manner. Join our movement.

Dimensions
Depth  56 cm
Width  119 cm
Height 100 cm
Weight 8,52 kg
Co2  52 kg

GreenForm
Counter
GreenForm’s 16 mm display table is designed with 
both aesthetics and durability in mind. 

We understand that an active trade show environ-
ment can be challenging for materials, and there-
fore we have developed a display table that is as 
practical as it is elegant. 

Should an accident occur, and your display table 
is bumped or damaged, we have a unique concept 
ready: you can easily purchase individual spare 
parts for the display table. This means that you only 
need to replace the parts that have been damaged, 
ensuring that your display table always looks in top 
condition. 

By offering this solution, we emphasize our com-
mitment to sustainability and long-term value - by 
extending the life of the display table and at the 
same time minimizing waste. 


